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OOOM! 

Glorious splendor of colors bloomed as the Master Alchemists began their Pill Refining, the eyes of 

Victoria becoming exceedingly cold as she saw the gazes that some of the Master Alchemists were giving 

towards Noah's direction. 

If she could see this, it meant that the many powerful beings above her could see this as the Eighth and 

Ninth Firmament existences watched on calmly to see the outcome of everything! 

Empress Genevieve was tapping the verdant gold chair she sat on with regality as she observed the 

Master Alchemists, their results very quickly being seen in minutes. 

BZZZT! 

The lids of the different colored Cauldrons near them shone before lifting up and releasing a soft white 

glow, the refining of an Energy Convergence Pill being a fairly fast procedure as the results were made 

clear to all! 

With sparkling white light released from them, 5 clear white Pills that held a distinct wavy white line and 

gave off an austere aura of power calmly floated- the color and single white line indicating their rank as 

Low Tier Pills as such was the level that Master Alchemists could forge with certainty! 

Low Tier Convergence Pills like these could recover 5-10% of a being's mana reserves depending on their 

purity, which was shown by how bright and sparkling the wavy white line on the Pill was. Most Master 

Alchemists could only receive 50% Purity as Grandmaster Alchemists… 

WAA! 

It was their turn to show off at this moment as they repeated the same procedure that the Master 

Alchemists had gone through. Materials appeared beside them in a flash of spatial light as they 

controlled them in sequence to enter their Pill Furnaces and Cauldrons, a mere minute passing before 

the forging of a Low Tier Pill like this was finished as they were even faster than the Master Alchemists! 

Blinding light shone out as this time, it was a wondrous blue and not the white of the Master Alchemists 

as 8 sparkling pills came out from a Cauldron, each of them being Medium Tier Convergence Pills that 

had two blue wavy lines that shone brightly as they represented 80% Purity. 

White with a single white line was Low Tier with 50% Purity as the next stage that Grandmaster 

Alchemists could forge were Blue colored pills with two wavy blue lines that represented Medium Tier 

Pills with 80% Purity! 

With Medium Tier Energy Convergence Pills, one could recover 30-40% of their mana with a single pill 

due to their higher tier and Purity. 

"Ooh…" 



The Blue pills shone with splendor as many beings nodded their heads, these beings the types of pills 

each of them sought for to utilize in their lives as the pills that Peerless Alchemists refined…were too 

expensive and out of reach for them as only the Ancestral Elders of their Bloodline enjoyed such perks. 

Their eyes at this moment shone brightly as they turned from the Grandmaster Alchemists and towards 

the 5 Peerless Alchemists, as well as the existence with a shimmering illusory crimson gold crown who 

claimed to be of the same status! 

Everyone's eyes were focused on this as just like before, the same materials that Master and 

Grandmaster Alchemists had gotten were teleported beside the Pill Furnaces and Cauldrons of the 

Peerless Alchemists, this being the fantastical thing about different Tiers of Alchemists! 

With the same materials, each one could produce vastly different types of pills as it all depended on 

their technique of refinement, how they controlled the heat when breaking down the materials, and 

how they ultimately formed the Pills. The higher the Purity, the higher the Tier. 

Unlike the Master and Grandmaster Alchemists, the 5 Peerless Alchemists began in sequence as they 

didn't all go at once, their prestige being too high for that as everyone was able to feast their eyes on 

the Mystical ways and sequence they poured their materials into the Cauldron and even how long it 

took. 

Within a mere 20 seconds, the first Peerless Alchemist that was an old ancient looking Celestial Vine 

who screamed of ancientness finished, the lid of his Cauldron lifting high by itself as blinding rays of 

purple light were released from it! 

SHIIING! 

With majesty, 10 distinct purple High Tier Convergence pills shining with splendor appeared, even 

brighter three purple lines being etched on each of the pills as a single one held 100% Purity and could 

recover 80% of a being's mana! 

100% Purity! All powerful existences loved such pills as it was like swallowing pure energy, no sources or 

dredges of impurity being left behind in their bodies with these types of pills as only Peerless Alchemists 

could refine them. 

They could refine easy to make pills like this and even higher level pills that Master and Grandmaster 

Alchemists could never make, and this earned them their terrifying status and allowed them to be 

wanted in all Bloodlines! 

"That is Peerless Alchemist Theodore. He achieved his standing 56 Million years ago as…" 

Ancestral Elder Chaesalor began introducing the distinguished existences to Empress Genevieve at this 

time as she nodded, a second Peerless Alchemist beginning their work at the same time. 

At the same time span, rays of purple splendor shot out as 10 purple pills with three wavy lines 

appeared once more, the blinding lights causing the eyes of many things to sparkle as they looked at the 

pills greedily! 

"This is Peerless Alchemist…" 



More introductions followed as one Peerless Alchemist went after another, each one without fail 

producing High Tier Energy Convergence Pills until finally…it was the turn of a certain Emperor of Old. 

"...." 

Silence descended onto the surroundings as all eyes landed on this being, his hands held behind his back 

calmly as he gazed at the products of the 5 Peerless Alchemists without having much of a change of 

emotions! 

The four ancient looking men and one woman that made up the Peerless Alchemists gazed back at him 

coldly, their eyes trying their best to not outright show their disdain of this being that carried a unique 

Bloodline as the air turned tense. 

SHIING! 

A flash of spatial light allowed the same materials everyone had used to appear, Noah staring at them 

calmly as unlike what everyone expected, he didn't start working his Pill Furnace or Cauldron as he 

actually…waved his hands to cause a stellar looking Cauldron to appear beside him! 

A Cauldron that actually glimmered with a wondrous light of illusory Cosmos appeared as it caused the 

eyes of many beings to flash sharply- with them sensing a unique aura they couldn't truly understand! 

Empress Genevieve's eyes flashed as she leaned forward from her seat, looking at this stellar Cauldron 

as it reminded her very much of the Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic that was the Spear of 

Reality she had seen from this being not too long ago. 

"Are the Cauldrons of our Celestial Vines not up to your stands, O probable Peerless Alchemist?" 

…! 

The ancient voice of the Eight Firmament Peerless Alchemist Theodore rang out with coldness as he 

couldn't stop himself at this moment, Noah's eyes only rising to glance at this being at the corner of his 

eyes before he waved his hands to allow all of the materials provided to sink into the stellar Cauldron 

that was taken from the Alchemy Hall of his Infinite Reality! 

He actually ignored Peerless Alchemist Theodore as it caused the eyes of this being to shine 

dangerously, ridicule even appearing on his gaze and the gazes of many as they saw Noah putting in all 

the Materials without any sequence or understanding. 

No waves of heat could even be felt from the stellar Cauldron as its lid descended to close, Theodore 

about to speak once more to ridicule as they waited to see the results when shockingly, not even 2 

second passed before the lid that had just closed down began to rise up…with a shocking blinding light 

beginning to echo out with fantastical rays! 

2 seconds! 

Not even two seconds when the Peerless Alchemists before him took around 20 seconds to finish! 

…! 



Even more shockingly, the blinding rays of light being released from his stellar Cauldron weren't the 

white of Master Alchemists or the Blue of Grandmaster Alchemists…nor was it the purple of Peerless 

Alchemists! 

Rays of blinding pillars of golden light boomed out from the Stellar Cauldron as a golden mist began to 

suffice outwards, the entire Mystical Pill Mountain beginning to shake at this moment as if it sensed the 

aura of something terrific! 

"This…!" 

The eyes of all beings changed and turned blank as the Peerless Alchemists near Noah began to pant, 

the Ancestral Elder Chaesalor and others rising from their seats with their faces carrying red from shock! 
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Resplendent golden rays of light! 

Light so profound that before the lid of the stellar Cauldron even opened, the Mystical Pill Mountain 

began to tremble and shake as if it was feeling the arrival of something grand! 

In the midst of it all, the stellar humanoid figure of an existence with flaming hair and an illusory crimson 

gold crown shining above his head could be seen, his face screaming with splendor and regality as even 

in the face of this golden light, he was taking it calmly as if it was only natural. 

As if to surpass the purple light of Peerless Alchemists was nothing major! 

THRUM 

The Pure-Blooded Humans that were being entertained by curvaceous Celestial Vines had their eyes 

flash sharply as they focused on Noah, and the gaze of the Empress was flashing even more brilliantly as 

she locked onto Noah. 

As Empress Genevieve observed the blank faces of the five Peerless Alchemists that were seemingly 

being pushed back by the blinding golden light released from the stellar Cauldron, she had many 

thoughts bud within her mind as torrential waves of destiny circled around her! 

At the same time, Ancestral Elder Chaesalor and the other Ninth Firmament Ancestral Elder had risen 

from their seats as after their stupor and shock, wild looks of ecstasy began to appear on their faces as 

they turned to look at each other meaningfully. 

The stellar Cauldron fully opened as 10 dazzling golden colored pills appeared, a misty cloud of gold 

pervading all around them as one could see bright golden lines on each of these pills that released 

glorious rays of light! Around these pills, one could also see glimmering multicolored essence that was 

actually the Essence of Reality- this essence seemingly attracted to the pills as they surged in and out of 

them freely! 

Such was the scene of glory that Noah was surrounded by at this moment. 

As all the other spectators looked at the radiant glory playing out, they couldn't help but have a singular 

thought when gazing at the being standing at the center of it all and accepting the 10 shining pills into 

his hands. 



'Now that….is a Peerless Alchemist!' 

WAA! wondrous demeanor and colors of other Peerless Alchemists couldn't compare as when they 

looked at this being, they felt like he embodied this title the most! 

A calm being that twirled the treasured pills within his hands as if they were common items, raising his 

head thereafter as he looked at the Peerless Alchemist Theodore as spoke out with utmost majesty. 

"Are these pills up to your standards, O Peerless Alchemist?" 

…! 

The words caused Theodore to turn ashen as he was forced a few steps back. Even though this being 

had lived for hundreds of millions of years and was in the Eighth Firmament, the regality that Noah 

released right now was off the charts as even such an existence was forced back unconsciously! 

"An Enlightened Peerless Alchemist! Good! Good!" 

BOOOM! 

The booming voice of Ancestral Elder Chaesalor rumbled out as it shook everyone from their stupor and 

dispelled some of the awkwardness that Theodore would have had to feel under Noah's gaze, the eyes 

of many beings flashing with shock and reverence when they now gazed at Noah as with a single move, 

he had elevated himself even above Peerless Alchemists. 

Just who were Enlightened Peerless Alchemists? They were existences that could achieve more than just 

100% Purity as with everything they refined, even the very Essence of Reality would surge into their 

products as their effects were unmatched! 

They produced Enlightened High Tier Elixirs and Pills as such things…were commonly enjoyed by Ninth 

Firmament Tyrants within Cardinal Royal Bloodlines and Legends themselves! 

In the entire Celestial Vines Bloodline, only a single being could produce Enlightened High Tier Elixirs and 

Pills as he was even distinguished above this level- this being the Legend of their Bloodline that they all 

revered. 

Now, another being climbing towards that level had appeared as the Ninth Firmament Celestial Vines 

present couldn't help but be ecstatic! 

They were looking at Noah like he was a prize as they forgot themselves, a resonant voice echoing out 

thereafter that shook them out of their stupor. 

"I've tested a few Enlightened High Tier Pills…I wonder how yours compare, Alexander." 

The vibrant voice of Empress Genevieve echoed out as it caused everyone's thoughts to focus, Noah 

raising his head calmly to meet hers as he looked at the details of the Pills he had created in the corner 

of his eyes! 

[Enlightened High Tier Energy Convergence Pill] :: A pill refined in an environment of extreme purity that 

allows for complete essence conversion without any waste. Exceeding even 100% Purity and collecting 

the very Essence of Reality to complete their birth, this pill can replenish 100% of one's Mana Reserves 



and grant the effects of Mana Excess, Mana Overdrive, and Enlightened Regeneration for 10 Minutes. 

Since they contain the Essence of Reality, any consumed Enlightened High Tier Energy Convergence Pill 

will also have an effect of strengthening the soul slightly… 

Yes! This was partly the reason why Enlightened Peerless Alchemists were so reverential- their products 

always carried an effect of strengthening one's soul no matter what it was since they would all carry 

within them the essence of Reality! 

Noah's eyes shone brightly as he affirmed this, waving his hands and causing three of the glimmering 

golden pills to flow towards the far away Empress Genevieve who took them in her hands with a smiling 

expression. 

Her tout figure normally mesmerized everyone, but the eyes of all beings were on the golden pills this 

time around as when Genevieve got them, she popped all three in her mouth as if they were pieces of 

candy and crunched down with a delightful expression! 

…! 

"Ah…" 

Those watching felt as if their hearts were being twisted watching such a scene, wishing they could at 

least just hold on to an Enlightened High Tier Energy Convergence Pill as many would never even come 

to touch one their entire lives. 

The body of Empress Genevieve flashed with wondrous light as a cerulean blue hue covered her from 

head to toe, Mana surging around her like endless rivers as she gained the effects of Mana Excess, Mana 

Overdrive, and Enlightened Regeneration. 

She nodded her head multiple times as she only said a few sentences. 

A few sentences that caused the voices on the Mystical Pill Mountain to turn silent and boundless waves 

of destiny to erupt out. 

"Good! Now…what unique Pills or Elixirs can you forge, Alexander? If you are outstanding enough, it 

might even warrant an invitation from my Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline!" 

WAA! 
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An invitation from the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline! 

"No…" 

Ancestral Elder Chaesalor unconsciously voiced out the word before he held himself back, remembering 

his position as he felt like he was sitting on pins and needles hoping that the Empress had not heard 

him! 

His heart thumped as he shuddered a second later, feeling the gaze of the Ninth Firmament Pure-

Blooded Tyrant that was always behind Empress Genevieve guarding her gaze towards his direction 

coldly while he twirled the hair of a Seventh Firmament Celestial Vine that was serving him. 



They were both of the same rank, but Ancestral Elder Chaesalor felt like the entire weight of the 

Mystical Pill Mountain was pressing onto him as he held behind any of his words and sat down, turning 

to look towards Noah with a lost look as he felt like their Bloodline had just gained a stupendous figure 

that might just soon be taken away! 

"Outstanding enough? What does Empress have in mind? As I mentioned before, I thought I was 

probably a Peerless Alchemist as I haven't truly refined pills and Elixirs too much before, so I might not 

know exactly which Elixirs and Pills are considered unique under your standards!" 

WAA! 

Noah's words came out as they caused everyone's eyes to turn hazy again, their jaws opening wide 

when they truly understood his words. 

He…didn't refine all that much before as his first time refining Pills here, he achieved Enlightened High 

Tier Pills?! 

'Fuck!' The five Peerless Alchemists felt their faces turn sour when they looked at this being, even his 

age seeming young as they didn't know if he was even a few million years old when they were in their 

hundreds of millions, and he had already achieved all this. 

Most of all, they didn't know the extent of his power…and apparently neither did he! 

"Oh?" The eyes of Empress Genevieve flashed brilliantly as her dark hair flowed over her shoulders in 

waves, her golden garment hugging her curves tightly as she spoke out thoughtfully. 

"Elixirs or Pills that can boost one's battle power or vitality. Elixirs or Pills that can help in the design or 

completion of an Edict…or even Elixirs that can poison and kill Eighth Firmament existences." 

…! 

Shocking words left her mouth as they caused the hearts of many beings on the lush verdant Mystical 

Pill Mountain to shudder, Noah's eyes shining brilliantly as he scratched his chin thoughtfully before 

thinking of his Alchemy Hall. 

Within this feature, there were countless recipes of all types of pills and Elixirs…but they could only be 

forged by the Sacred Herbs or Spiritual Herbs grown in his Infinite Reality! 

And the capabilities of the Alchemy Hall were further expanded after the recent upgrade that even he 

didn't know just how fantastical it could be. 

He had not fully explored it, and now would be a good time as any as his purpose of an incursion into 

the depths of Primordials…how in-depth could he get than a Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodline that 

there were only five of? 

How deep into the heart of Primordials could he get than one of the five Pure-Blooded races that was 

located towards the innermost depths of the oldest Realities?! 

OOOM! 



He felt the seas of destiny within him surging madly as he let out a smile and spoke while gazing around 

at everyone. 

"For that, I will need to bring a few plants I have been raising of my own- as I am most familiar with 

those." 

…! . coᴍ 

Noah looked towards Ancestral Elder Chaesalor as he spoke, this existence having been ready to send in 

whatever materials were required through teleportation as now, he hesitated before nodding his head! 

They had already faced a shocking surprise from this being as they didn't want to so easily doubt him, 

but would he really be capable of pulling out Sacred Herbs and Materials better than the reserves of an 

entire Bloodline that was under Primordials? 

Towards their doubts and questions…Noah looked at the area above him while calling upon the Infinite 

Reality, his thoughts surging out as he plucked a few of the Galaxies he turned into Domain Spaces 

where he planted specific types of Fruits and Herbs as these Galaxies…became miniaturized and began 

to bloom above him! 

BZZZT! 

Arcs of light bloomed as a unique phenomenon played out, stellar miniaturized Galaxies appearing in 

the areas around Noah as the aura of abundant life force and vegetation roared out within them! 

Some of these Galaxies were littered by countless stars that shone with a single color of Sacred Herbs, 

while others had a single enlarged star covering all of its space as this star held the vibrant Spiritual 

Herbs that released waves of incandescent light. 

Over 15 Galaxies appeared around Noah as each one held its own unique Herb, the colors ranging from 

gold to red to yellow and much more as every single galaxy had a Herb to compliment a single essence. 

There were Primordial Apples and Strawberries of Ruination, Immemorial Dragon Fruits, Seeds of Time, 

and even Ginsengs of Reality! 

Every single Herb had its own unique structure and glow as when the gazes of the Celestial Vines landed 

on them, they began to pant with shock and awe as those in the surroundings couldn't help but speak 

out. 

"A hundred thousand year old Dragon Encompassing Fruit!" 

"A Hundred Million Year Illusory Golden Rye!" 

"This…!" 

All of the Herbs displayed on the Galaxies Noah had called forth ranged from hundreds of thousands of 

years to hundreds of millions, the Celestial Vines mentioning different names for his own herbs as one of 

the oldest was what they termed [Illusory Golden Rye]. This was one of Noah's earliest plants when the 

Infinite Reality was still a Spiritual Land- the [Sacred Rye]. 

As for the reason they considered it a Hundred Million Year Old Herb? This was due to all of Noah's 

Domain Spaces being put in accelerated time all the time, with those planted the earliest reaching 



ridiculous levels of time not just due to this, but every single time that Noah upgraded the Infinite 

Reality to another Tier…the planted Spiritual Herbs would be Infused with an overabundance of essence 

and undergo changes as for some, they seemed to have already been standing strong for hundreds of 

millions of years. 

These were the Herbs that Noah cultivated! 

The cultivation of Herbs that was so very hard that even a few million year old Plants were considered 

pristine and high tier…he had droves of such Herbs neatly plastered over countless light years of a 

Galaxy as he didn't just have them- but he had too many of them! 

How were they being taken care of that for the many light years of a galaxy one could have the same 

quality of a Hundred Million Year Illusory Golden Rye spread throughout?! 

This…was overdoing it! 

Even if he spent years refining Pills and Elixirs with the Herbs of just a single one of the Galaxies he 

displayed, he wouldn't be able to finish them. And he had currently shown 15 of such Galaxies as the 

Celestial Vines that were most in tune with nature and vegetation nearly slumped into the ground in 

defeat. 

The mere appearance of these Galaxies caused the Mystical Pill Mountain to be washed over by a 

verdant glow as its land rumbled, wishing it could be where these Galaxies were cultivated! 

But even amidst all this shock and awe, Noah was unphased as he moved his fingers to pluck Fruits of 

Destiny, Mystical Fruits of Life, Primordial Apples, Regal Flora, and a few other Herbs and Fruits as they 

all surged towards the stellar Cauldron before him. 

It was time to experience the birth of Elixirs and Pills that could alter the very destiny of existences 

scaling the Firmaments of Ascendancy if they obtained them! 
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Vibrant Fruits of Destiny, Mystical Fruits of Life, Primordial Apples, Regal Flora, Qilin's Cold Stone, Spirit 

of the Arctic, Frigid Apple. and even Ginsengs of Reality were plucked from their own respective domain 

Galaxies, all of them sinking into the stellar Cauldron before Noah as he chose a particular recipe that 

came with the elevated Tier of the Infinite Reality becoming a Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic! 

 

As one could tell, a vast majority of these Herbs and Fruits were of the Frozen element, with Noah 

actually refining an Elixir that was known as <Sapphire's Glacial Elixir>. 

 

BZZZT! 

 

This time around, the stellar Cauldron shook and trembled as something higher than an Energy 

Convergence Pill was being forged, blinding waves of golden might already beginning to emanate 

outwards as the Essence of Reality itself began to leak from nearby space and surge into the Cauldron! 



 

The five nearby Peerless Alchemists watched on with bated breaths as they didn't care about their old 

standings, wanting to understand what this being before them was doing as it might help them in the 

future. 

 

Ancestral Elder Chaesalor and the other Ancestral Elder beside him looked on with bright expressions 

that were also filled with helplessness, seeing this brilliance truly being something that a Pure-Blooded 

Bloodline would seek! 

 

Would they really lose such a titanous genius the moment he appeared in their Bloodline? They almost 

wanted him to shine just a little less at this moment in time as if Peerless Alchemists were needed by 

the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline, they could just send all the 5 they had remaining if it 

meant keeping their hands on the being that had just appeared! 

 

But Reality was much different. 

 

The being before them shone too brightly as going off of the words of the Empress, he would more than 

likely receive an invitation! 

 

WAA! 

 

The Mystical Pill Mountain itself trembled and prepared. 

 

Pillars of golden light bloomed as the lid of the stellar Cauldron flew off and suffused everything nearby 

with wonder. 

 

From it, glimmering golden white liquid surged out as it carried with it terrifying waves of power, Noah 

watching this liquid closely as he waved his hands to produce 10 glass elixir flasks- the golden white 

cluster of glimmering wonder being separated equally into the 10 Elixir Flasks as 10 pristine Elixirs 

appeared! 

 

Shining with milky gold and white light, it was unlike anything others had seen before as Peerless 

Alchemists Theodore was actually the one to speak out abruptly to find out exactly what it was. 

 

"This is…" 

 

The voice of this old Alchemist sounded aged as he panted while looking at the 10 Elixirs, each one 

seeming of utmost quality as their very own souls wanted to consume it! 

 

Noah's eyes languidly landed on Theodore as he took one of the Elixir Flasks and began speaking out the 

description of what he read about this item. 

 

"The Sapphire's Glacial Elixir…allowing whoever consumes it to instantly recover 100% of Mana, gain 1 

Trillion Percent Increased True Frozen Annihilatory Damage for the next hour, and gain the Reality 



altering effects of Glacial Nova as waves of freezing essence comparable to the shattering of an entire 

Reality are released from them in increments of 3 seconds for the next hour…" 

 

…! 

 

His words caused silence to reign across the Mystical Pill Mountain as his words…caused all those at the 

Seventh Firmament and below to turn blank and begin looking at these Elixirs greedily thereafter! 

This was because just the single feature of this Elixir to grant a Reality altering effect that lasted for a 

whole hour actually released the strongest attacks that most common Seventh Firmament existences 

could release in the span of every three seconds. This Elixir was extremely unique as from it, one could 

temporarily achieve similar effects of Noah's Reality Nova Jewel by just drinking it! This wasn't even 

mentioning the complete mana recovery and 1 Trillion Percent in Increased Ture Frozen Annihilatory 

Damage that caused the Eighth and Ninth Firmament Tyrants to also gaze at these elixirs with bright 

eyes. 

 

To affirm its truthfulness, Noah once more waved his hands to cause three of the Sapphire Glacial Elixir 

Flasks to float and appear in front of Empress Genevieve. 

 

The overflowing dark hair on this robust being glimmered with dazzling light as she smiled impassively 

and opened the lid of one of the Flasks, swishing its golden white liquid around before she drank it soon 

after! 

 

....OOOOM! 

 

Her body erupted with fantastical blue and white light as her dark hair became painted white with Frost, 

her multicolored eyes lighting up even brighter as they began to be pervaded with a cerulean light when 

soon after… 

 

BOOOM! 

 

An apocalyptic wave of Glacial light erupted from her body that caused the hearts of those in the 

Seventh Firmament of Ascendancy and below to shudder- a force of a shattering Reality that could 

heavily injure them and even kill those below them surging out and threatening to devour everything for 

miles! 

 

Yet… 

 

"Hmm…." 

 

Empress Genevieve snapped her fingers before even a microsecond passed as a hazy transparent shield 

of light appeared around her body, the shocking force of this Glacial Nova that was spreading out being 

contained as those nearby could breathe once more. 

 

"Interesting!"  



 

This was the word that Empress Genevieve spoke out as she deactivated the reality altering effect of 

Glacial Nova, her eyes now filled with genuine interest as they focused on Noah and spoke with majesty. 

 

pᴀɴda nᴏvel "What else can you refine? 

 

…! 

 

When Ancestral Elder Chaesalor saw the glint of light on Empress Genevieve's face, he sighed with 

melancholy inside even as he kept a smile outwardly. The newly appearing Celestial Vines carrying a 

Bloodline from the Olden Times was truly too bright as it had long ago stopped being the Centennial 

Alchemy Tournament at this moment. 

 

It was simply a show of what this glorious Enlightened Peerless Alchemist could do as after he refined 

the Sapphire's Glacial Elixir, he then nodded at the words of the Empress as he placed another mixture 

of wondrous Herbs and Fruits plucked from his displayed miniaturized Galaxies, the next thing he 

produced being termed <Leviathan's Oak Shield Elixir> as it rejuvenated 100% of one's vitality, granted 1 

Trillion Percent in True Defense, and a vibrant dark green illusory shield that absorbed 90% of all 

incoming True and Soul Damage for up to 10 Minutes! 

 

This was the second Elixir. 

 

After that, Elixir after Elixir, Pill after Pill…a show continued as a single being showed off the many 

different types of things he could refine- and the many methods he had under his Alchemy Hall! 

 

All of them were as shocking as others as when the five Peerless Alchemists looked at them, they felt 

their souls steering as they knew these Elixirs were unmatched. 

 

The pills were unmatched. 

 

Everything this existence refined…none of them could match it as even the very Mountain they stood on 

trembled with favor when his products appeared! 
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The Dimension of Dreams was abstruse as existences traversed within it at unknown and varying 

speeds. 

 

Portions of souls sent out by a certain being arrived where they were destined to arrive in a matter of 

seconds as others had yet to find where they were supposed to be! 

 



Most of the portions of the soul were carried by the essence of the Dimension of Dreams into Emerging 

Realities as they had already bloomed into powerful consciousnesses that wrapped around the Cosmos 

of these Realities, forcefully linking them with the Infinite Reality as multiple True Stars of Conquest had 

already appeared! 

 

Of course, these Emerging Realities were each different with their own intricacies as some were 

unclaimed by any Overseers and had weak existences who had not even stepped into the Firmaments of 

Ascendancy- and these were the easiest ones to capture. 

 

pᴀɴda nᴏvel Then, there were Realties under the banner of Primordial Overseers who were mainly in 

the First to Third Firmament of Ascendancy as these…merely required Noah to put in more work, with 

him spreading out an Apocalypse Domain and cutting off all communications to outside Realities as he 

subdued the Champions of these Realities along with their Overseers if they happened to be present! 

 

No matter if it was a Champion or Overseer, they would all pledge Fealty to the Tyrannical Emperor. 

 

Among the Emerging Realities that Noah's soul found their way to, there were also those claimed by 

other weaker Races that could traverse the vast Realities as these gave Noah an even lesser level of 

difficulty- all of them falling to him all the same as his task only remained to keep active Apocalypse 

Domains while connecting the Cosmos within these Realities! 

 

It was a fantastical set of actions as when one thought about it…nobody else but Noah could do it as 

who could supply 100 Portions of their souls with the Mana required to put each of the Realities they 

landed in under Apocalypse Domains while forcefully subduing the powerhouses within and forcefully 

connecting their Cosmos?! 

 

It was a glorious feat as dozens of Emerging Realities fell under the banner of Conquest, very soon to 

join the Infinite Reality as the number of fused Realities would explode, Noah experiencing 100 

Apocalypses at the end of this Dream Cycle as even this Nomological Edict…should be getting towards 

Quasi-TABOO soon enough. 

 

There were countless gains to be made as apart from Emerging Realities, there were a few portions of 

Noah's soul that had actually landed within Prime Realities. 

 

'Hmm…' 

 

Within an unknown Prime Reality. Noah's soul utilized the eyes of the Watcher and Gazer to very quickly 

sweep over this Reality, seeing existences with a unique Bloodline as the vast majority of beings were 

known as the Mixed Beast Race! 

 

The most powerful existences within this Prime Reality were at the Sixth Firmament as there was a 

single Seventh Firmament Overseer- this Prime Reality essentially being a Domain of the Mixed Beast 

Race that was similar to the past Primal Titans that were not affiliated with Primordials. 

 



'Then, let us start…' The small portion of soul tugged upon the Infinite Dream construct of the Infinite 

System as it called for more of the power of the slumbering main body, the spiritual form of this soul 

having the area above it split apart at this moment as shockingly, a brilliant Atlatl of Reality cut apart the 

space to appear within seconds! 

 

This Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic traversed countless Realities and distances as with the help 

of the unique essence from the Dimension of Dreams, a portion of Noah's soul came to grasp onto it 

tightly as for the first time…he targeted a Prime Reality. 

 

He had no conflict with the Mixed Beast Race of this domain or the larger Realities they controlled. He 

would not make foes just for the sake of it, but he would still move with his convictions to conquer! 

Similar to the past Realities, he wasn't planning on spilling the blood of those he initiated conflict first 

with as he would make them pledge Fealty and lead them into the inclusion of a wondrous Infinite 

Reality! 

 

If others looked at this from another perspective, they might consider him a mere Tyrant conquering the 

lands of others that didn't even know him, and well…they wouldn't be wrong. Yet Noah did not have any 

internal conflict within his mind over his actions. 

 

He knew himself after so many months. He understood his nature. At this point in time, he would not 

wallow in the morality of every single action as he simply focused on what he had to do. Since his 

actions would truly provide a glorious future for others while granting him his own benefits, he would 

simply carry them out! 

 

SHIIING! 

 

A Spear of Reality glimmered with an imposing light as it was carried by a small soul- even such a portion 

being enough at this moment to stand against common Seventh Firmament existences as the Overseer 

of this Prime Reality was bound to very soon pledge fealty. 

 

Thereafter, only wonders remained as there was a question of how a Prime Reality would be counted by 

the Infinite System. Would it be the same as Emerging Realities, or did a single Prime Reality stand for 

multiple Realities?  

 

These questions and many were bound to be answered in time as this wasn't the only Prime Reality that 

Noah landed in! There were a few others as his Destiny was simply too horrific, the souls in other Prime 

Realities simply waiting for each of them to receive and utilize the Atlatl of Reality when one soul 

finished its Conquest. 

 

Noah's actions…would undoubtedly raise many eyes after this as there would be questions. Questions 

from Overseers of multiple Emerging Realities who all of sudden lost their authority to their Reality and 

would come to find it even gone entirely! 

 

Questions from the Bloodlines who had Seventh Firmament Overseers in Prime Realities as when they 



also disappeared…it would most definitely cause waves to those involved! 

 

To stand the coming waves and successfully overcome them, Noah had to still rely on his own power.  

 

Even as a True Sanguine Clone showed off its power as an Enlightened Peerless Alchemist and was about 

to gain the recognition of a Pure-Blooded existence. Even as another True Sanguine Clone was finishing 

the exploration of the Second Treasure Island of a Forsaken Treasure Reality. Even as his main body 

slumbered in an Infinite Dream to further elevate the Infinite Reality! 

 

Even as he did all this, he still had to continue elevating his power as with him having the tools to do so, 

he began theorizing on the third Construct of the Infinite System while also proceeding to the limit of 

what he could currently achieve- the limit of 10 Ascendancy Halos. 

 

With all the Insuperable Nomological Edicts he could need on hand from all the Primordials he had killed 

so far, the Sixth, Seventh, Eighth….the glorious golden Halos of light began to be forged around him with 

purpose and radiance as his Ascendancy Value surged upwards once more! 

 

Chapter 1576 A Limit Breaking Tool! 

One must keep in mind that Noah was a single existence, and he was conducting so many different 

actions and carrying them all out to as near perfection as possible! 

From traversing Forsaken Treasure Realities to dozens of Emerging and Prime Realities to handling 

fantastical wonders in front of Ninth Firmament existences and an even more terrifying Empress…Noah 

was truly doing all of this simultaneously while also fusing the Flames of Nomological Edicts with the 

authority of the Sanguine Emperor and causing new Ascendancy Halos to bloom. 

It was a marvel that would be near impossible to repeat for anyone else as at this moment, his action 

within a certain Prime Reality reached a crescendo! 

"Marvelous….truly marvelous!" 

The voice of Empress Genevieve echoed out after Noah finished forging another fantastical pill, the 

stellar Cauldron releasing a sparkling pill that shone with a stellar light of Reality! The pill's workings 

weren't even revealed as the Empress seemed to gaze at it and already see that it was something 

terrific, her reaction being more pronounced than for any other Elixir or Pill that had come before. 

The large numbers of Celestial Vines shook as they were also confused and full of wonder, just what did 

the Empress see in this new pill that this Enlightened Peerless Alchemist had now made? 

OOONG! 

Rays of multicolored light released from 10 stellar pills, each one seemingly containing reality itself as 

they shone with obscene splendor. 

Noah's eyes reflected their color as he looked closely at it, the reason why even Empress Genevieve felt 

the need to erupt out in a cheer being revealed at this moment. 



The stellar pill had a unique name as the , a pill that Noah had forged with the base Sacred Herb being 

the Ginseng of Reality that was unlocked during the recent upgrade of the Infinite Reality! Large 

amounts of this herb were used along with Primordial Apples and Strawberries of Ruination along with a 

few other Herbs, the product truly being something reality breaking! 

:: An Enlightened High Tier Pill refined by a terrifying tool, its usage uniquely geared towards the Essence 

of Reality as the consumption of a single Dewdrop of Reality increases the Maximum Reserves of 

Essence of Reality by 100, with a maximum of 10 Dewdrops of Reality being able to be consumed by a 

single existence throughout their lifetime for this effect. Other effects that will still be granted whether 

it's the first consumption of the Dewdrop of Reality or the hundredth are the complete regeneration of 

All Resources apart from the Essence of Reality, along with the regeneration of a weakened Origin and 

Soul to its full state. For a day after the consumption of a single Dewdrop of Reality, the affixes of Mana 

Excess, Mana Overdrive, Enlightened Regeneration, Shield of Reality, and Olden Visage are granted…. 

Its details were wondrous but simple, but others still might not be able to see just why Empress 

Genevieve would exclaim out loud for this pill! 

But she didn't leave the questions hanging for too long as her voice languidly came out while she 

stretched forward on her adorned seat. 

"An Enlightened Pill that can outright increase the Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality…you've 

actually refined a Limit Breaking Tool with such ease, you know?" 

RUMBLE! 

Her words were like a clap of thunder as the hearts of all knowledgeable beings trembled when they 

heard the words 'Limit Breaking Tool'. 

As for Noah, his eyes shone with sharpness as he affirmed this Empress before him to have an inquisitive 

Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edict or something even more horrific that could see the origins of things and 

concepts as she seemed to be capable of seeing exactly what the effects of the Dewdrop of Reality were 

even when the Five Peerless Alchemists near Noah could only speculate. 

As for the words of a Limit Breaking Tool? This was a type of treasure all Bloodlines sought for as if it was 

reproducible in their hands, their Bloodline would greatly rise in power as they could more easily allow 

their Seventh Firmamment Powerhouses to break past the Limit and enter the Eight Firmament! 

Any tool that could break apart one of the restrictions imposed by the Infinite Realities themselves had 

such a title as Noah's Dewdrop of Reality could allow a Seventh Firmament existence to forcefully break 

past the 10,000 Limit of their Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality. With one of the restrictions 

broken and their Ascendancy Value rising higher, the restrictions of 10 Billion Cosmos and 10 

Ascendancy Halos would become much looser as so long as the existence in question then utilized the 

methods of their Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi…the Eighth Firmament of Ascendancy would be 

under their grasp as they would easily be able to forge a single Reality Passage- with the ease of their 

breakthrough even possibly allowing them to be considered as geniuses as even average destined beings 

might open two Reality Passages! 

…! 



This was why after the words of the Empress, every pair of eyes locked onto Noah and the pills in his 

hands as their eyes seemed to be filled with hunger, greed, and reverence towards this being. 

If he could continue to produce such Limit Breaking Tools in their Bloodline…the Celestial Vines would 

rise to become on the same level as Cardinal Royal Bloodlines! None of them even dared to think they 

could reach the prestige and heights of Pure-Blooded Cardinal Bloodlines that had been living since the 

Olden Times with just this, but the prospects of the Enlightened Peerless Alchemist before them were 

immense as he would be a hot commodity wherever he went! 

'A hot commodity…ah!' Amidst the shock, the two Ancestral Elders remembered their current situation 

as their faces drastically changed while turning to look towards the direction of the Empress…realizing 

their fears in real time as her voice echoed out. 

"Such an achievement is enough to warrant you an invitation into the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Human 

Bloodline…Alexander King." 

WAA! 

Chapter 1577 A Formal lnvitation to a Pure-Blooded Bloodline! 

"..." 

A shocking silence reigned across the Mystical Pill Mountain as even the vegetation swayed quietly. 

The visage of the Empress was too blinding as others forgot how to breathe, her eyes focused on Noah 

as she utilized a tremendous authority to actually upon this shockingly talented existence into the folds 

of a Pure-Blooded Bloodline! 

The minds of all beings were buzzing as the ones who recovered their bearings and reacted the fastest 

were the Ninth Firmament Ancestral Elders, Chaesalor's eyes burning with light as he coughed lightly 

while speaking out before Noah could even reply to the words of the Empress. 

"Ahem, Empress…Alexander has only just returned to our Bloodline after too long as he shouldn't make 

any hasty decisions. If Empress allows it, we will first celebrate his joyous return with a feast and 

entertainment within our Sacred Vineyard- the domain at the center of this Verdant Vineyard Reality!" 

"..." 

His words were as polite as they could be, but the instant they finished… 

BZZZZT! 

The calm and hazy verdant surroundings of the entire Mystical Pill Mountain trembled as the eyes of the 

Empress instantly turned cold with majesty while locking towards the position of the Ninth Firmament 

Ancestral Elder. 

"Was this Empress addressing you?" 

WAA! 

The air turned cold and biting as shockingly, the very surrounding environment of the Ancestral Elder 

Chaesalor coagulated and tightened around him, a shocking pressure actually descending unto this 



powerful existence that his gaze changed and he began to sweat! ᴛʜɪs ᴄʜᴀᴘᴛᴇʀ ɪs ᴜᴘᴅᴀᴛᴇ ʙʏ clear skies 

that were shining with the radiance of golden splendor from the vibrant colors of light stemming from 

Noah's refinement of pills and elixirs changed as cloudy and billowing clouds descended, a shocking level 

of pressure pressing down onto Chaesalor as even those in the surroundings felt stifled! 

"I…I was only seeking the permission of the Empress to formally end the Centennial Alchemy 

Tournament and start a celebratory feast for our Enlightened Primordial Alchemist. May empress 

forgive this old one if I overstepped my boundaries." 

…! 

A Ninth Firmament existence that was only a step away from the stage of Reality actually bent his knee 

and will towards an existence at the Eighth Firmament- the mere presence of this Empress being too 

regal that this existence could actually not bear it! It made one wonder just what type of power this 

existence wielded as after she made one of the Core existences of the Celestial Vines yield to her mere 

presence, the billowing clouds began to fade as the coldness disappeared from her face. 

"It is okay to be a little possessive since he is of your Bloodline. But know that his glory will also be the 

glory of the Celestial Vines, with your elevation in power guaranteed whether he stays within the 

bounds of your domains or not!" 

Her words shockingly seemed like a reprimand towards this Ninth Firmament Ancestral Elder, with this 

being actually sighing with relief after her words and nodding. 

"Yes, Empress." 

He could only ascertain as the radiance of green and gold returned to the surroundings, the stifling 

pressure lifting as the gaze of the Empress turned back towards Noah as her light smile returned as if 

she hadn't just conducted any shocking actions. 

"Tell me your answer soon." After these words finished, she waved her hands to motion toward 

Chaesalor as she continued. "Proceed with the Feast. Let us enjoy the delicacies of the Celestial Vines." 

Her words caused the air to be entirely freed as the 10 Pure-Blooded Humans behind her vibrated with 

power, the curvaceous Celestial Vines serving them moving in an even more mesmerizing fashion as 

from these ten terrific beings, only a single one was a female Pure-Blooded Royal Human as she nearly 

broke her role and rolled her eyes at the unfolding situation, looking at her compatriots with even a gaze 

of disdain! 

The tides changed very quickly as the Ancestral Elder nodded with relief at the words of the Empress, his 

eyes going towards Noah and actually flying towards him as bustling discussions began to erupt all 

around them. 

The gazes of the Five Peerless Alchemists were awkward as they seemed to have been entirely 

forgotten, the Grandmaster and Master Alchemists not even needing to be mentioned as all eyes were 

on a single being! Victoria was with Lucia as they watched all this with shock, having to remind 

themselves that just earlier today, this being was their enemy who had subdued them! Now, he stood as 

an important personage in the Celestial Vines Bloodline as he had even gotten an invitation from a 

Candidate to be a Future Ruler of a Pure-Blooded Bloodline! 



'What the hell…' Victoria couldn't help but shake her head as she looked at this reality playing out, 

waves of power echoing out at this moment as with Ancestral Elder Chaesalor at the center, a blinding 

runic circle of intricate verdant light bloomed over the whole Mystical Pill Mountain as this being looked 

over the direction of the Empress for permission once more. 

When he received her light nod, the verdant runic circle flashed out as it descended over the entire lush 

mountain, all the beings on it instantly vanishing at this moment in a show of immense power and 

wonder. 

Noah had put away his stellar Cauldron and stored the 10 Dewdrops of Reality after the Ninth 

Firmament Elder came to stand beside him and began communicating with him, his eyes calm even 

while near this enthusiastic being who looked like he had found a treasure when he looked towards him. 

He didn't know that just hours ago, Noah had massacred a Seventh Firmament Celestial Vine as even 

now, they were inviting their enemy into their homes and even basking him with glorious titles! 

How fickle fate was. 

How abysmal were the destinies of those who could not properly utilize destiny and see past the facade 

Noah displayed! 

Soon after the verdant intricate runic circle descended onto the mountain, every single being on it 

disappeared as they were all mass teleported to another location- this being the Sacred Vineyard that 

was one of the headquarters where Celestial Vines inhabited, a wondrous Primordial Temple being seen 

at the center of this Sacred Vineyard as around it…was simply pure fantasy and wonder. 

Dazzling floating islands filled with brilliant green and gold vines stretching throughout and connecting 

them all with glorious bridges could be seen, a hazy glow of green and gold being seen all around them 

as they lit up with wondrous light! 

Humongous lifelike statues of Celestial Vines floated serenely in the four directions of this Sacred 

Vineyard, their bodies releasing waves of calming power that were concentrated on the central island 

that held the enormous Primordial Temple. Atop this floating island holding the Primordial Temple, all of 

the beings that were on the Mystical Pill Mountain were teleported into the dazzling cluster of intricate 

buildings below this temple where bustling noise had already begun as the preparations of a feast had 

already been in progress a long time ago, the luster of milky gold drinks and scintillating meats already 

reflecting in everyone's eyes as Noah looked at it all with a shining gaze, his destiny ringing in his mind 

telling him of wondrous possibilities in the very near future! 

Chapter 1578 The Reality Warping BellicoseTyrant Becons! l 

Within a certain Forsaken Treasure Reality. 

The second Treasure Island was nearly finished with the exploration as Foidduit led Noah and Natalya 

into the innermost region that had the most prized Treasure! 

From this Treasure Island, Noah had obtained more clusters of Medium Tier Soul Crystals and Reality 

Crystals along with 13 Naturally Formed Primordial Treasures that could be utilized as materials, two of 

these being High Tier Naturally Formed Primordial Treasures. 



"The rewards seem to be increasing as we progress forward…would the next few Islands have even 

more terrific things?" 

Natalya's sonorous voice echoed out as Noah had a focused expression, their figures being mere streaks 

of light as they were about to enter the last domain. 

He listened to his destiny as he replied calmly. 

"Fortune would lead us to believe so-...!" 

SHAA! 

Their figures broke into the Domain Space as Noah's words came to a halt. 

This was because as a wide underground fantastical space opened, one could see shimmering crimson 

rivers of essence flowing serenely as the figure of a crimson gold Destiny Goblin could be seen, the eyes 

of this being fervent as it was on its knees while intently looking above it where Noah and Natalya could 

see…a tattered page that seemed to be ripped and missing multiple pieces! 

No Naturally Formed Primordial Treasures, no Soul Crystals or any Reality Crystals- just this single 

Crimson Gold Destiny Goblin and a tattered old page that looked like it could turn to ash and fade away 

at any second. 

And yet…even Natalya felt her Origin and soul heating up even as she looked at this page from afar, her 

red lips not being able to help themselves buy open. 

"I see...the hazy outline of runic inscriptions on this page!" 

WAA! 

Her eyes trembled as it seemed so austere and powerful even from afar, understanding just a little as to 

why a Destiny Goblin was reverentially kneeling while looking at this page! 

"No." 

Yet Noah's voice echoed out at this moment as his eyes released beams of light. 

"Not runic inscriptions…but a piece of Runic Ecritures!" 

OOOM! 

His words caused Natalya's very soul to tremble as she stared in disbelief and wonder! 

It couldn't be, right? Was a piece of what she was seeking actually here?! The answer to not just break 

across the shackles that bound her, but achieve the Realm of Reality in a manner that granted her 

sufficient power to actually carry out her revenge?! 

At this moment, the answer was still unknown! 

Waves of destiny erupted out and surged madly as in the innermost domain of the second Treasure 

Island of this Forsaken Treasure Reality, a shocking surprise was waiting! 

— 



Meanwhile, in the Sacred Vineyard. 

Structures that made Noah think of ancient fantasy come to life could be seen raised intricately 

throughout, delicately styled castles with designs similar to branching Vines being seen all around as 

some structures were even built on shining verdant leaves. 

Such structures stretched for multiple light years all around them as Noah and others had arrived at the 

very center, the Primordial Temple not being too far away from them as its grandeur of verdant gold 

light and over a dozen statues representing multiple races could be seen from a distance! 

"The Sacred Vineyard was meant to be a place that Celestial Vines could come enjoy and lay back after 

they came out of their training or refinement. Please, enjoy the food and drinks as today is a day worthy 

of celebration!" 

Ancestral Elder Chaesalor's voice echoed out as his ancient figure snapped his fingers, three Celestial 

Vines in their miniaturized forms beginning to weave on a platform as the essence of sound and 

oscillation buzzed around them, a wondrous joyful melody beginning to emanate from them as the 

central Celestial Vine released a sonorous voice to sing. 

Fantastical melody began to permeate the atmosphere as Celestial Vines moved in rows, bringing 

incandescent plates of meats that were filled with dense essence- these being nothing like cow or sheep 

normal humans knew. 

The delectable meat stemmed from ancient livestock raised by unique means, their sizes being larger 

than worlds as they were raised with a mere influx of essence over the years. From Noah's stolen 

memories, he knew some to be called and others , these being the enormous Phoenix looking chickens 

that Noah was already eyeing the succulent meat of! 

The milky golden drinks were harvested from the berries that Celestial Vines themselves tended to, each 

sip causing one to feel like their origin and soul were becoming refreshed as any person participating in 

this feast…could not help but have a good time! 

And when one paired this off with the fact that there were loosely clothed Celestial Vines dancing 

provocatively- mostly female and a few males…it created for a unique atmosphere that along with the 

melody- many beings were lost in it as they all only remembered to look at Noah in the corner of their 

eyes. 

Noah…who was currently surrounded by the top echelons of the Celestial Vines on one of the long 

verdant tables laid out in the area where this feast was taking place, the soft seats all around them 

causing one to sink in if they truly sat back. 

The figure of the Empress and her 10 followers were at the center of the feast and placed on even more 

exquisite seats and a golden adorned tables, multiple Celestial Vines tending to them as the other 

Ancestral Elder himself was standing beside the Empress nervously, this future Candidate Ruler not 

paying attention to him as she enjoyed a golden drink while her eyes traveled over the dancing and 

joyful existences before her. 

"I cannot express enough of my joy for an existence like you to appear in our Bloodline, and yet I could 

also not hold myself back when I realized you would be leaving as so soon after you just came to us." 



Near Noah's position, Ancestral Elder Chaesalor was speaking out with a helpless look in his eyes, the 

aura of vicissitude prevalent around him as his Ninth Firmament waves of power still caused the very air 

to constrict and vibrate! 

"An Enlightened Peerless Alchemist…Senior Celestial would have been meeting you within days as I've 

already sent word to him, but I am not sure if you will even be here after the passage of just a day." 

Chaesalor spoke of the Legend of the Celestial Vines who was one of the many Legends leading a 

branching Bloodline subdued by Primordials, Noah nearly scoffing while he began to devour the 

glittering meat of a Golden Pheasant as he didn't want to meet Legends at the Realm of Reality at this 

moment! 

If they had genuine TABOO Nomological Edicts- which was more than likely, then seeing through him 

might not be an impossibility as he had to be extra careful when he moved into the Pure-Blooded 

Cardinal Royal Human Domains in the future. In preparation for this...he was also making plans to even 

counter such existences! 

But even as his thoughts were like this, his words and expression were different as he took on a gaze of 

respect while replying. 

"Elder doesn't have to worry. You already know what choice I would make as the opportunity is truly too 

great, but from the words of the Empress…I will be sure to spread the glory of Celestial Vines wherever I 

go." 

WAA! 

His words caused Victoria and the other upper echelons of Celestial Vines around them to nod with 

sighs, downing their own drinks as Chaesalor shook his head with a regretful smile while continuing. 

"We'll discuss the events of Raenor and everything later today after the feast is done so we do not ruin 

the mood. For now, just enjoy yourself and get to know the brothers and sisters of your Bloodline…" 

The Ancestral Elder seemed to have aged many years as he sighed while moving away, his heart 

currently being extremely heavy as he felt like he had attained something wonderful only to have it be 

taken away soon after! 

The moment he left, Seventh Firmament Celestial Vines swarmed towards Noah to introduce 

themselves as each of these beings…their eyes couldn't hide the light of greed for the Dewdrops of 

Reality that were considered Limit Breaking Tools! 

The feast began and continued like this as Noah seamlessly mingled with the Celestial Vines, each of 

them showing him extreme respect as even the five Peerless Alchemists came to introduce themselves 

awkwardly to smooth over any bad feelings between each other. 

The Pure-Blooded Humans were served even more regally than even Noah himself as after hours passed 

into the feast, some of the overly buff and built guards of the Empress looked towards her for 

permission as when she nodded impassively…they wrapped their arms around the curvaceous Seventh 

and Eighth Firmament existences that could stand to be Overseers of Prime Realities, and they moved 

their next feasting session privately into one of the adorned castles nearby! 



This was the prestige of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodlines as those lesser than them would 

find any ways to forge relationships- this being one of the hard and unspoken truths about the 

intricacies of Bloodlines among Primordials. 

The feast continued on for hours as those lost in lust moved towards more private lodgings, the Empress 

eventually waving her hands in annoyance to the Ninth Firmament Pure-Blooded Human as even this 

stone faced guard nodded while being pulled away by three dazzling Eighth Firmament Celestial Vines! 

After some time, the Empress was only left behind with the female Pure-Blooded Royal Human who 

followed behind her closely, her fingers snapping in a signal as Ancestral Elder Chaesalor came to guide 

her towards the most pristine lodging they had chosen for this powerful existence. 

Noah continued to be showered with attention from the Celestial Vines as he only glanced at the leaving 

Empress and her guard at the corner of his eyes, the two dazzling existences disappearing into an 

exquisite castle larger than any others nearby. 

Waves of destiny flowed silently as Elder Chaesalor closed the doors of this Castle while sighing with 

relief, dealing with the Empress proving to be a very difficult affair as this ancient being could only 

console himself by returning to the ending feast towards the cluster of Celestial Vines that surrounded 

Noah! 

Chapter 1579 The Reality Warping BellicoseTyrant Becons! ll 

Within the castle that currently housed Empress Genevieve and her female guard. 

The Pure-Blooded female guard was currently stretching her body while putting on an annoyed 

expression, her sweet voice ringing out with complaints at this moment. 

"Master, you know how much I hate acting stiff and straight for days on end, and you still made me 

come on this trip!" 

The powerful Eighth Firmament guard actually addressed the Empress as such, her fingers tapping the 

corner of her shoulders as the white cape flowing serenely behind her disappeared, leaving her in her 

golden wrappings that tightly hugged the curves of her body. 

"Will Little Beatrix really have me do these trips alone? And this time, I even found something 

interesting in these dry realities. Mere children calling themselves Peerless Alchemists just because they 

can refine High Tier Pills…the quality has truly continued to fall since the Olden Times!" 

The white cape behind Empress Genevieve disappeared with the same motion as she opened the golden 

doors of the room to enter one of the many balconies of this castle, her eyes watching the stellar 

twinkling lights before them and the huge Primordial Temple rising ahead of them. 

Behind her, the pessimistic voice of her guard could be heard. 

"Will this Enlightened Peerless Alchemist really allow you to have any more of an edge over those idiots? 

The biggest problem still remains those old fools as at this point…ah." 

…! 



Her words seemed to have brought up old memories as the expression on Empress Genevieve changed 

to instantly wipe away her smile, the stretching guard seemingly feeling her mistake the moment she 

finished speaking as she touched upon a heavy subject, her figure walking up to the now quiet 

Genevieve as she hugged her from behind. 

"I'm sorry, Master. But just eons of standing in the same place have made me pessimistic, Empress." 

"But…I still understand that anything is possible with the weaving of Destiny. Maybe this Alexander King 

is another one of the pieces that will give you an edge over the coming times. It's just that we have been 

doing this for so long…we have seen it play out over and over again…" 

The Pure-Blooded Human spoke of hidden mysteries as the expression of Empress Genevieve calmed, 

patting the hands wrapping around her as she gazed below them where the feast was still going. 

"What I need to do Little Beatrix…it must succeed without a doubt. For what they did to me has to be 

repaid a trillion fold!" 

WAA! 

Her eyes swirled with shocking mystery as one could see her irises flash with a beastial light every now 

and then, immense hatred and vicissitude hidden within as she spoke spat out lightly! 

"These vile Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans…they truly took something they should not have taken 

all those years ago as in this age, I will take everything from them." 

…! 

Her dazzling eyes shone brightly as she stared at her jade like hands, unbelievable words being secretly 

spoken by this future Candidate Ruler of a Pure-Blooded Bloodline! 

"They can spread their hegemony to as many Realities as they wish. They can contain as many 

Bloodlines as they wish! But for them to plunder and refine my very Origin since the Olden Times?! They 

will pay!" 

OOOOM! 

"I will tear them apart piece by piece as their Legends that are living so lavishly in the Grotto 

Sanctums…their Blood shall bathe these vast Realities in this Age of Emperors. No matter if it fractures 

the very fabric of Realities itself, I swear on the Blood of the Old coursing within me that they will pay!" 

….! 

The figure of the Pure-Blooded Human known as Beatrix hugged the body of Empress Genevieve even 

tighter as she seemed to sympathize and understand her pain, her voice low as her Jewel-like eyes were 

watery like an incandescent Reality as she sighed while speaking. 

"Master will succeed. I know it." 

"Mmm. As for existences like Alexander King, they are merely pieces atop this vast chessboard. They 

know too little and expect too much…but let's see just what this Enlightened Peerless Alchemist is made 

of by unlocking his secrets today. He is merely a child as he doesn't even know what his Olden Bloodline 



means. When his uses run out, he'll simply join the list of Emperors of Old I will refine to elevate myself 

even higher…" 

Her face carried a trace of power and regality as she spoke, turning towards Beatrix as she asked with a 

smile. 

"Remember how we unveiled the secrets and the Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi of the Telos 

Chthonian Ninth Firmament Fiend eons ago?" 

"Hmm? Ah, that?" Beatrix's face adopted a devilish expression as she nodded while replying. 

"Then this one will be even easier." 

With conviction and a sly smile, The Empress nodded as she moved her hands. "A piece of cake!" 

PAH! 

She snapped her fingers once more as the body of Ancestral Elder Chaesalor in the distance trembled, 

once more leaving the feast and appearing before the door of the castle in mere seconds with a flash of 

light as he spoke out respectfully. 

"What else can this old man do for the Empress?" 

This existence that controlled dozens of Prime Realities actually continued to speak in such a manner, 

the prestige of this being before him simply being too high as he couldn't help it! Yet the reply that rang 

in his ears nearly caused his heart to break as within the vibrant room of the castle, Empress Genevieve 

and Beatrix parted and retain their old demeanors. 

"You arranged entertainment for all my guards as each of them are locked in castles with multiple 

women…where is my arranged entertainment, O Ancestral Elder?" 

Empress Genevieve's voice was cold as it caused Chaesalor to sweat, this Ninth Firmament existence 

never even daring to think about sending men to accompany the Empress similar to how multiple 

curvaceous women had been given the chance to accompany her guards. 

After all, nobody could be worthy of even touching the Empress! 

"This old one didn't dare to assume anything. Who would be worthy to entertain Empress such as 

yourself-…!" 

Before his words even finished, Chaesalor seemed to have caught on as his face changed, a foreboding 

sensation welling up in his heart as what he feared was voiced out soon after. 

"You seem to already know who I want to entertain me. Send him over…discreetly." 

…! 

Within the castle, the body of the Empress became bathed with a resplendent golden light as the 

essence of a Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edict weaved out silently, her eyes gaining a golden sheen as 

she cast a terrifying ability! 



At the doors of the castle, Chaesalor's dim eyes became brighter and brighter as he truly thought about 

the situation, understanding and even a light of envy soon appearing on his face as he nodded silently at 

the end, his figure disappearing to come back to the throngs of Celestial Vines surrounding Noah. 

"Alright alright, that's enough. I have things to discuss with Alexander for now, you all scatter!" 

The Eighth and Seventh Firmament Celestial Vines nearly let out complaints as they wanted to form 

stronger connections with an Enlightened Peerless Alchemist, but they didn't have the prestige of a 

certain Empress as they instantly listened to the words of the Ninth Firmament Ancestral Elder! 

This being placed his hand on Noah as the two of them silently disappeared, Victoria and the others 

watching this scene while sighing as they continued with the festivities. 

Spatial waves bloomed as Noah and Chaesalor were teleported behind an exquisite golden door within a 

certain castle, Noah hearing the words of this Ancestral Elder in his mind as he actually found this being 

to be looking at him with an inexplicable light that even had a hint of…envy! 

"Do this in service of your Bloodline…though you might be willing even if it wasn't for that, ah!" 

This Ninth Firmament existence spoke as such while sighing with an envious light and fading away, 

Noah's own eyes let out a splendor of multicolored light as he saw the golden doors open to show the 

exquisite figure of Empress Genevieve, her Pure-Blooded female guard standing beside a large soft bed 

as a sonorous voice echoed out. 

"What more do you know about the traditions of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans? Of the 

relations between men and women." 

Suggestive words that might cause any man to lose their mind echoed out as Noah stared at the figure 

of the dark haired future Candidate Ruler of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans. An untouchable 

being that others couldn't even dream of coming near! Her eyes were currently tinged with gold as 

Noah felt his Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edict of the Dictum Emperor surging silently within him, a 

shocking battle undoubtedly about to unfold as he prepared himself. 

He lightly walked into the room while shaking his head. 

"Not too much, Empress. What should I be mindful of?" 

"Mmm…carnal relations are common between men and women as they do not have to hold any special 

meanings behind it. Think of it as…another form of greeting. A different sparring session. Of course, this 

one is to be discreet as no soul shall know about it unless it is death they seek." 

…! 

Her words contained a hint of command as she spoke, her exquisite figure walling to the center of the 

room as she snapped her fingers and caused a robust Domain to cover everything around them! 

"With that being said…come in." 

"..." 



Noah's eyes flashed brightly as he looked into the room and landed on the plump Pure-Blooded crimson 

haired female guard that was also with them in this room, a powerful light beginning to surge in his 

Origin as he felt a great sense of danger mixed in with bountiful opportunity! 

"Your guard?" 

"Pay no attention to her. She may join us if you are as outstanding here as you are an Enlightened 

Peerless Alchemist." 

WAA! 

Noah's eyes shone with a light of Tyranny at such words as his illusory crimson gold crown spun with 

power above him, his figure going into the folds of this room entirely as the golden doors shut behind 

his back. A light of Conquest surged in his eyes as his Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edicts activated in full, 

the might of the Tyrannical Emperor being challenged at this moment as he would not have it! 

His golden blood of the Olden Times roared and surged as whatever identity this Bloodline belonged to 

seemed enraged at the constant provocation from another Olden Bloodline. No matter the history and 

power of these existences, no matter what their identities were…the pride and tyranny of the Dictum 

Emperor could not be disparaged as the essence of this Edict unfolded freely at this moment. 

Deep within Noah's soul, the Nomological Edicts of Apocalypse and Tyrannical Emperor that were simply 

waiting to be elevated to the Quasi-TABOO level after the return of Noah's 100 Portions of Souls with 

their new Realities surged as they lay in wait- a battle of multiple sides beginning at this time! 

His destiny was constantly ringing out warning bells as these existences wanted to gaze at him, but 

under Supreme Tier Bloodline of the Watcher…he could gaze back with even more ferocity as this was a 

chance to understand just what a terrific existence this Empress before him was. 

For this…Noah reduced the usage of the Essence of Reality with his other bodies as multiple Medium 

Tier Reality Crystals were devoured to keep him at full capacity, his eyes vibrant with authority as he 

jumped head first into the battle! 

Chapter 1580 A Page Containing a Glimpse of aModus Operandi! l 

A terrifying battle began in closed quarters where no other beings could see. 

Apart from a terrifying domain that prevented any peering eyes, the figure of Empress Genevieve 

moved as the tight golden wrappings that adorned her disappeared to release the plump wonders 

hidden within- her voice still commanding and filled with regality as another domain echoed from her. 

"I'll put a Domain of Time in this area as a thousand days in here will be equivalent to less than half a 

day passing outside…with the only question being how long you will last in this battle!" 

WAA! 

Noah's eyes shone with a light of unbound tyranny as the golden allure of Quasi-TABOO essence washes 

over his sparkling skin, his crown spinning dominantly as he moved forward to what would be his 

longest battle yet! 

Turning our gazes elsewhere while this reality quaking battle started… 



Noah's main body could be seen on the golden throne of the Cosmic Holy Land, his figure looking like an 

ancient lost king as he slumbered away while portions of his soul were stretched out. 

He was truly within an Infinite Dream at this moment as when he came back from it, many things would 

change! 

This was what Noah had in mind. A single Dream. A vast change in Reality soon after! 

But as his body slumbered, one could see wisps of the unique essence from the Dimension of Dreams 

surging around Noah's body, his surroundings becoming Infused by a hazy sparkling silver gold light that 

actually seemed like sand. 

A silver gold collection of sand like particles that swirled around him during his slumber as while some 

time began to pass, some portions of his soul were getting ready to return! 

It was a fantastical phenomenon as apart from it, one could also see the hazy outline of dazzling golden 

rings of light rotating around him at this moment. 

10 Ascendancy Halos! 

He was slumbering, and yet such a sight could actually be seen as the intricately designed golden 

Ascendancy Halos were all filled with Insuperable Nomological Edicts and two Quasi-TABOO 

Nomological Edicts! 

300 Flames were currently fused into these fantastical rings of light compared to the 150 that all other 

beings could handle due to the effect of the Sanguine Emperor, the latter five being just as powerful 

even though they were mainly formed from the Edicts of other beings. 

Their titles went as the , , , , and <! 

Each of them had their own authority and granted new means for Noah to burn through his limited 

Essence of Reality to alter reality in different ways, these rings of glorious light representing not just a 

show of wonder- but the fact that Noah had now reached the limit on multiple fronts. 

With the influx of these Ascendancy Halos, his Ascendancy Value had further surged from being a third 

of the way towards 100 Million to overcoming the halfway point and reaching 61 Million! 

Within mere days, he had truly gone from less than 100 in Value as he now knocked on the doors of the 

limit, this 61 million being a unique number that also represented a few things. One was the knowledge 

that even after reaching the Boundary of the Cosmos he could forge and the Ascendancy Halos he could 

have…he was still 39 Million Values away from reaching the Eighth Firmament of Ascendancy! 

And one had to recall- Noah had 10 Billion Royal Cosmos of an Olden Emperor surging through him as 

they provided more than double the power and might than regular Cosmos, and yet even he only held 

an Ascendancy Value of 61 Million. So if one had already reached the boundaries of all aspects…how 

were they to gain the remaining tens of millions of points in Ascendancy Value?! 

This was one of the truths that held back many existences across the vast Realities- and why the 

Boundary of the Eighth Firmament was so hard to break. This was why countless existences over the 

eons fell while forever stuck in the Seventh Firmament of Ascendancy. They simply could not overcome 

such a large difference. 



Even when one achieved the 10,000 boundary of the Reserves of the Essence of Reality, 10 Billion 

Cosmos, and 10 Ascendancy Halos…they would still be far from the 100 Million needed value as to reach 

it…this was where the means of their heritage, the strength of their souls, and Bloodlines came into 

play! 

So long as their souls continued to get stronger, they could forge more concepts and augment their 

Ascendancy Value this way. So long as they had unique treasures, Limit Breaking Tools, strengthening 

methods…or any myriad of ways to increase their base strength, they could also use this to augment 

their Value to head towards 100 Million. 

This was why some Bloodlines were very structured with their pathways of power, an example being the 

Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans where apart from all the other strong aspects they had with their 

beings, they also heavily focused on refining and elevating their bodies to attain shocking physiques that 

far surpassed Quasi-Primordial Relics in toughness! 

They elevated their base stats so much by refining their body as along with their overly strong souls, 

beings in a Pure-Blooded Bloodline like this overcame the restrictions easier and eventually achieved 

100 Million in Ascendancy Value. And then there was the last method that allowed experts at this stage 

to approach the Eighth Firmament…and that was in the means of Runic Ecritures of Modus Operandi. 

Techniques and methods passed down since the Olden Times that allowed them to bring the Origins 

that were considered half dead into the cycling rotation of stellar bodies just like genuine Realities, 

granting beings the chance to forge Reality Passages that constantly Infused them with resources- the 

most important one being the constant infusion and refinement of their bodies and souls with the 

Essence of Reality from these Passages! 

If they could open a single Reality Passage, entrance into the Eighth Firmament would be guaranteed as 

the Ninth Firmament was only a few steps further. This…was how the powerful Bloodlines of Primordials 

continued to ascend through power and maintain their Hegemony over the countless eons. 

But there were other beings blessed and born with shocking destiny who at times could get their hands 

on their own Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi. It could be passed down from the Olden Times within 

Ancient Bloodlines not part of the Primordials like Telos, or it could be techniques born within unique 

Realities stretched out across the vastness of Infinite Realities! 

At this moment, Noah was experiencing the latter as while facing restrictions on all sides and finally 

facing the threat of his power stagnating and maybe taking longer than a few weeks, months, or years to 

rise even higher…his exploration of a Forsaken Treasure Reality led him to a dazzling page that showed 

Runic Ecritures! 

 


